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Abstract 
Shapely types separate data, represented by lists, from shape, or structure. This separation 
supports shape polymorphism, where operations are defined for arbitrary shapes, and shapely 
operations, for which the shape of the result is determined by that of the input, permitting static 
shape checking. The shapely types are closed under the formation of fixpoints, and hence 
include the usual algebraic types of lists, trees, etc. They also include other standard data 
structures such as arrays, graphs and records. 
1. Introduction 
The values of a shapely type are uniquely determined by their shape and their data. 
The shape can be thought of as a structure with holes or positions, into which data 
elements (stored in a list) can be inserted. The use of shape in computing is widespread, 
but till now it has not, apparently, been the subject of independent study. The body of 
the paper presents a semantics for shape, based on elementary ideas from category 
theory. First, let us consider some examples and possible applications. Three classes of 
examples are inductive types, arrays and records. 
All inductive types are shapely. For example, a tree with leaves of type A has shape 
given by the corresponding unlabelled tree, and data given by its list of leaves (in, say, 
left-to-right order). Shape also provides another approach to semantics of parametric 
polymorphism. Of particular interest for the inductive types is the existence of shape 
polymorphism (see below) in which a program can be used with arbitrary shapes. 
This representation of inductive types also supports greater use of parallelism, since 
the data are held in a list. McCall writes of the language GPL: “Such (inductive) types 
have been deliberately excluded from GPL since they often lead to representations for 
which it is hard to obtain high degrees of concurrency.” [27]. 
The shape of an array is its size. For a matrix this is a pair of natural numbers. More 
generally, the arrays of dimension k have shape given by a k-tuple, while arrays of 
arbitrary dimension have shapes given by lists of numbers. Unlike the inductive types, 
the representation of the shape is very small compared to that of the data, and tends to 
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be quite stable. Hence, shape analysis (see below) may yield substantial benefits in 
error detection or optimisation, particularly in parallel programming. 
Function types are not shapely in general. This may account for some of the tension 
between the use of higher-order functions and that of arrays. For example, the core of 
the type systems underlying many sequential functional languages, e.g. [29,14], does 
not support array types. By contrast, parallel functional languages must emphasise 
arrays, and so often compromise the function types, e.g. by restricting them to be 
first-order as in Sisal [lo], or second-order, using, say, skeletons [7]. Shape theory 
may provide a context in which to explore the trade-offs. 
Sparse arrays are also shapely. They can be represented by a list of position-data 
pairs; the list of positions is the shape. Symbolic computation, as used in 
Gauss-Jordan elimination, uses the shape to try to minimise the number of non-zero 
entries [9]. 
Graphs which have a given order on the nodes can be represented as sparse 
matrices. More directly, their shapes are unlabelled graphs, i.e. relations. 
Programming based on shape would allow the graph, or topology, of a problem to 
be handled explicitly, instead of being embedded within the structure of a sparse array. 
Then shape polymorphism would support code re-use, despite varying geometries. 
Also, the processor architecture may be expressible in the same terms, so that 
compilation could be expressed as a mapping of the shape of the problem onto the 
shape of the processor. 
The shape of a record is the set of its fields (represented as an ordered list). Since 
records are fundamental to both database theory and to object-oriented program- 
ming, it may well clarify their semantics. For example, in database theory, missing 
fields are recorded in the shape. In object-oriented languages, e.g. Eiffel [28], con- 
tainer classes are designed to represent shape. 
Having considered a variety of shapes, let us consider how they might be used. 
Three applications are: code re-use, error-detection and optimisation. The latter 
two are collectively called shape analysis. While examining them, we will consider 
whether existing languages and type systems are capable of expressing the desired 
benefits. 
I. 1. Shape polymorphism 
Shape polymorphism is a novel form of parametric polymorphism which allows 
operations to be parametrised over shapes, rather than over data. Consider the 
operation map which applies a function to each element of a list. In existing 
functional languages, its type is 
where a and /I may range over any types. This data polymorphism allows the data (U 
and p) to vary, but uses a fixed shape, list. Shape polymorphism fixes the data, but 
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allows the shape to vary, so that, for types A and B, instances of map include 
(A+B)+Atree+Btree 
and 
(A -+ B) -+ A matrix --f B matrix 
In each case mapfappliesfto the data (the leaves or entries ), while leaving the shape 
fixed. 
Shape polymorphic operations need not fix the shape; the shape S may be replaced 
by something constructed from it, such as S x S. 
It is common for both kinds of parametric polymorphism to co-exist, as for map, 
but neither implies the other: appending of lists is data polymorphic but not shape 
polymorphic, while mapping of a particular function (e.g. square root) may be shape 
polymorphic without being data polymorphic. 
Shape polymorphism will have several benefits. It will allow operations to be used 
with arbitrary shapes, including those defined by the user. In array-based languages, it 
will liberate function definition from issues of size and dimension. In record types, 
adaptation for missing and additional fields in records can be handled automatically. 
Shape polymorphism is not supported in type system F [ 1 l] which underlies the 
dominant functional languages. In the extension F1 of F, the shape could be viewed as 
a connective F: 52 + Q which maps types to types (e.g. maps A to trees of A). Then 
a possible type for map is 
b’F:52+SZ.VXY.(X-+ Y)+(FX+FY) 
However, this type is empty. One difficulty is that connectives may be contravariant, 
in which case the natural type for map would be VXY .(X + Y) + (FY + FX). 
More fundamentally, there is no single algorithm for map in F that will work for all 
connectives (even the covariant ones). 
The existence of this meaningful (but uninhabited) type for map means that its type 
can be checked, but the algorithm used to implement it must depend on the type, so 
that the polymorphism is ad hoc, rather than parametric. If map is supported 
through type classes, as in Haskell [14] and Gofer [22], the algorithm is supplied by 
the user, when defining a type in the class. In Charity [6] the algorithm is inferred 
automatically from the definition of the type, but each use of map must be explicitly 
typed. 
A parametrically polymorphic version of map (and of fold) has been implemented 
in P2 [17] for the polynomial types (built using products and sums) and their 
fixpoints, such as lists and trees. A language for all inductive types, such as forests, is 
currently under construction. It seems likely that some shape polymorphism could be 
incorporated into existing functional languages. 
Some approximations to shape polymorphism can be found in existing languages. 
Array languages in which nested arrays are represented by their shape and a flat array, 
e.g. VCODE [3] and Qnial [19] allow operations over a variety of shape classes. 
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Object-oriented languages with container classes [28] can support shape polymor- 
phic mapping. Typically, it is expressed using a traversal of all the items in the 
container. A separate mapping operation would be cleaner, and isolate those situ- 
ations where the order of traversal makes a difference. 
1.2. Shape analysis 
Some computations require a high degree of interaction between the data and the 
shape, e.g. in graph reduction. However, there is a large class of operations in which 
the interaction is minimal, or even non-existent. 
Sometimes the shape of the result is determined by the shape of the arguments, 
without reference to the input data, though the data of the result may depend on the 
shape. This is common in data parallel computation [30] and in systolic array 
computations [25]. For such shapely operations it is possible to compute all of the 
intermediate shapes, as well as that of the result, before examining the data. 
This phase-distinction [13] is similar to that occurring in static-type checking. As 
there, we can expect early error detection, before computation on the data begins. The 
compiler will generate shape constraints from the program, simplifying them where 
possible. Occasionally, the constraints will be shown to be unsatisfiable, and the error 
reported before any input is considered. Otherwise, when inputs are provided, their 
shapes must be shown to satisfy the constraints before the data are processed, e.g. the 
matrix dimensions must match before multiplication is attempted. 
An additional benefit is that knowledge of the shapes of all the intermediate values 
can be used to optimise large-scale computations, which is particularly important for 
parallel processing. Shapes carry size information with them, so that some load 
balancing can be pre-determined. Also, shapes may allow complexity estimates to be 
made for various sub-tasks, leading to improved scheduling, or determination of 
non-deterministic algorithms. For example, symbolic computation on sparse matrices 
manipulates the positions of the non-zero entries to maximise efficiency [9]. 
Even when operations are not shapely, the separation of shape from data may be 
useful in run-time algorithms. For example, the optimal matrix parenthetisation 
problem [24, Ch. 9.4.11 uses the shapes alone. Again, when a task (and its data) is split 
so that it can be shared between two processors, it may be desirable to transmit the 
smaller portion of data, whose size is easily computed from the shape. 
1.3. The semantics 
This work is based on the results reported in [18]. The setting is a locos, a lextensive 
category [4] with list objects. Although this setting is quite weak (e.g. Cartesian closure 
and subobject classifiers are not assumed) the assumption of all finite limits is not 
reasonable computationally, and can probably be weakened. 
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The characterisation of the shapely type constructors F uses pullbacks such as 
a.4 
FA - LA 
J 
# 
I I 
# 
s -N 
arity 
That is, values of type FA are uniquely represented by a shape (of type S) and some 
data (of type LA) where the length of the data list equals the arity of the shape. The 
construction of FA is functorial in A and 6 is a natural transformation. F inherits 
many of the properties of the list functor; it is a shapely functor. Similarly, the 
definition of 6 by a pullback confers additional properties on it, making it a shapely 
(natural) transformation. The shapely functors and transformations form an attractive 
setting, which is explored below. 
The data could be represented by other structures, such as lazy lists, streams and 
multi-sets, with varying degrees of success. The emphasis on finite lists is justified by 
the main theorem of the paper, which asserts that the shapely types are closed under 
the formation of fixpoints. Hence, the theorem establishes the existence of the 
inductive types, such as trees, from that of lists alone. 
The proof is based on the observation that inputs to sequential computers are given 
by lists, which are parsed to produce values of fixpoint type. This algorithm, together 
with those for recognition of the language, and for folding, or reduction, out of it, are 
instances of a single operation on lists. This link from fixpoint types to parsing is not 
an accident, but a witness to the link from parsing to context-free grammars. Another 
link is that data storage (in a shape) becomes equivalent to data entry (using 
a language, Section 5). 
1.4. Towards a shapely type system 
There are some open questions about how a type system might be built upon this 
semantics. One method would represent ypes exactly as they appear in the semantics, 
as pullbacks. That is, values would be represented by a shape and a data list, subject o 
the constraint that the arity of the shape equals the length of the list. This constraint 
on inputs must be checked by the compiler, and would involve techniques imilar to 
those used in shape analysis. It is not yet clear what limitations should be imposed on 
the shape and arity to make this feasible. 
A shapely type can be represented as a dependent ype, i.e. a sigma type: 
whose values are given by a shape s : S and some data, of type AaCs) (where a is the 
arity). 
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Of course there are languages that support dependent ypes, e.g. the Calculus of 
Constructions [S], but the dependence of types on values means that type-checking is 
performed at run-time, whereas it is our intent that type (and shape) checking be 
performed as early as possible, preferably during compilation. 
Another possibility arises if the lists LA can be represented as C,,NA” (which is 
really a type of vectors). Then we can represent he shapely type by the power series 
where S, represents all shapes having arity n. This approach emphasises the connec- 
tions with polynomial types [17] and also with combinatorics, particularly the theory 
of species [20]. For example, if S represents tree shapes then S, is the number of trees 
with n leaves, or if S represents all possible arrays, then S, is the number of 
factorisations of n. Unfortunately, this approach is unlikely to be useful algorithmi- 
cally, since the arity is a poor discriminator among shapes. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 is the introduction; Section 2 reviews 
the categorical setting, and establishes ome notation and lemmas; Section 3-7 
introduce shapely functors, transformations and types, shape polymorphism, and 
shape analysis; Section 8 constructs initial algebras, or fixpoints; and Section 9 draws 
conclusions. 
2. Locoses 
The types and operations are modelled by the objects and arrows of a category g. 
It must have lists (and the underlying products and coproducts required to define 
them) and enough pullbacks to work with shapes. Specifying such a class of pullbacks 
(as was done for the Boolean categories of [26]) at this stage would impose an 
unwelcome burden so, to simplify slightly, we will assume that we have all pullbacks, 
and work in a lextensive category [4] which has all list objects, i.e. a 2~0s [5]. Being 
extensive is equivalent o requiring that all coproduct diagrams have disjoint (mono- 
morphic) inclusions, and are stable under pulling back. Examples include the usual 
semantic categories, including those of sets, bottomless complete partial orders, 
or even topological spaces, any one of which will suffice to illustrate the ideas 
below. 
Let us fix some notation. If f: C -+ A and g: C -+ B are morphisms then 
(f, g) : C + A x B is their pairing. The left and right projections from the product are 
zA,B and r~a,~ (resp.). The unique morphism to the terminal object is !A: A + 1. The 
symmetry for the product is denoted c A, B : A x B + B x A. Dually, the coproduct 
inclusions are given by z~,~:A+A+B and ~jq,~:h+A+B. If f:A+C and 
g : B + C then their case analysis is given by [f, g] : A + B + C. The functors II, 
C : W’ --f % denote chosen n-fold products and coproducts, respectively, and A : TZ + W’ 
is the diagonal functor. 
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The distributive law is witnessed by a natural isomorphism 
d ~,~,~:AX(B+C)~(AXB)+(AXC) 
whose inverse is [id x z, id x z’]. 
Subscripts on natural transformations will be omitted unless required to disam- 
biguate an expression. 
A pullback is a commuting square 
4 P-B 
-I 
P I I g 
A-C 
f 
such that, for every pair of morphism x : X + A and y : X -+ B such that f 0 x = g 0 y 
there is a unique morphism z : X + P such that p 0 z = x and 4 0 z = y. When C = 1 
the pullback is A x B and z = (x, y). The same pairing notation will be used in the 
general case. 
The list constructor is a functor L : W --+ %?. Its constructors are: 
nil:1 -+LA 
cons:AxLA-+LA 
Further, for any choice of objects B and C, morphisms x : B -+ C and h : A x C + C 
there is a unique morphism foldr(x, h) : LA x B -+ C (calledfoldright of x and h) that 
makes the following diagram commute: 
B 
(n&id) 
. LAxB - 
consxid AxLAxB 
It follows that [nil, cons] : 1 + (A x LA) + LA is an isomorphism, which expresses 
LA as a coproduct. 
From these primitives we can construct the usual family of list operations, whose 
notation is a mixture of the list notation of [Z] and categorical notation for monads: 
Lf: LA -+ LB is mapfforf: A + B 
#:LA--+N is the length, map! 
rj:A+LA makes singleton lists 
@:LAxLA+LA is append 
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snoc:LA xA +LA appends a singleton 
p:L’A-+LA flattens a list of lists 
g*:LA-rLB is /A 0 Lg which extends g : A + LB to act on lists. 
Ll is a natural numbers object N with zero 0 and successor S given by nil and cons, 
respectively. Then q = one and @ = + is addition and p : LN + N is summation. Let 
Eq be the equality on N. Many elementary results about lists in locoses can be found 
in [16]. 
The lemma which concludes this section will be needed to prove the main theorem 
below. Define shunt: LA x LA + LA x LA to be 
LAxLAgLA+(LAxAxLA) 
[(id, nil), ~noc x id] 
, LAxLA 
where the isomorphism is given by the coproduct decomposition of the second list and 
the distributive law. Then 
split:NxLA-+LAxLA 
is given by foldr( (nil, id), shunt). It divides a list into two segments, whose first, 
initial segment, has length given by the first projection (if the list is long enough). 
Define 
take=rcosplit:NxLA+LA 
drop=z’osplit:NxLA+LA. 
Lemma 2.1. The following equations hold: 
@ 0 split = n’ 
spIito(#on,@)=id. 
Hence, we have a pullback: 
LAxLA (# o z&& ) NxLA 
Eq o(s,# 0 take) 
+ 
1 * boo1 
tIl_le 
Proof. Both sides of the first equation equal foldr(id, id). The second is proved 
similarly. 
Given x : X -+ N x LA for which Eq 0 (71, take) 0 x = true then the induced mor- 
phism into the pullback is split 0 x. That @ 0 split 0 x = 7~’ 0 x follows from the first 
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equation above while 
# ~7-c~split~x = # otakeox 
=7Z’ox 
follows from the assumption about x. The induced morphism into LA x LA is unique 
since ( # 0 71, @) is a monomorphism, by the second equation above. 0 
3. Shapely functors 
Shapely functors will be defined using two properties of the list functor, its strength 
[23] and stability, which we will now review. 
Construct zO as 
B 
(n&id) 
. LAxB I Gonsxid AxLAxB 
L(AxB)xB - AxL(AxB)xB 
where h = (cons ~(id x c), 7~‘). Define the strength of L to be zA,B = x 0 zo: 
LA x B + L(A x B). In Sets it maps ([ai], b) to [ (ai, b)]. It allows parameters to be 
introduced to a list. 
Let us generalise. If A = (A,, . . . , A,_ 1) is an object of W” and B is an object of %, 
thendefineAxB=(A,~B,...,A,_~xB). 
A strong functor is a functor F : GP + %? equipped with a natural transformation 
TA,B:FAxB+F(AxB) 
called its strength which satisfies the usual associativity and unicity axioms. These 
ensure that the result is independent of whether parameters are introduced one at 
a time, or as a tuple. 
More generally still, a strength for F : ‘3”’ + 59” is given by a strength for each of its 
projections onto %?. 
The list functor preserves all pullbacks, i.e. is stable [S]. It does not preserve 
products, however. The terminal object is mapped to the natural numbers object 
N which represents the length (or shape) of lists. Also, we can construct a binary 
product as a pullback over 1 and then apply L to get: 
LA-N 
# 
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This induces an isomorphism 
zip : LA x# LB + L(A x B). 
from the canonical choice of pullback (indicated by x#) into L(A x B). 
Definition 3.1. Let F :%?’ + V be a functor with a given strength r. Then it is 
a shapely functor if F is a stable functor. Then Fl is the object of F-shapes and 
# = F! : FA --f Fl is the shape of FA. Also zip : FA x# FB + F(A x B) is the canonical 
isomorphism. 
As all finite limits can be constructed from pullbacks and the terminal object 1, it 
follows that shapely functors preserve as many finite limits as possible while having 
a non-trivial shape. Here are some examples of shapely functors. 
Example 3.2. If FX = K is a constant functor then it is shapely. 
Example 3.3. The coproduct functor + : W2 + %T has strength given by the distribu- 
tive law. Its stability follows directly from extensivity. 
Example 3.4. The product functor x :g2 + %? has strength given by the canonical 
morphism: 
(AxA’)xB+(AxB)x(A’xB) 
Stability follows since products commute with all finite limits. 
Example 3.5. Composites of shapely functors are shapely: if (F, a): d + 69 and 
(G, r) : 93 + V are shapely functors then G 0 F is shapely. Stability is immediate, while 
the strength is given by 
GFA x B L-+ G(FA x B) -%GF(A x B) 
Example 3.6. If (F, a): d + 39 and (G, r): & -+ ‘47 are shapely then so is 
<F, G) : d + 23 x V with its strength having components a and t. Stability reduces to 
that of F and G separately. 
Example 3.7. Combining the last two results, we see that if F, G : d -+ 93 are both 
shapely, then so are F + G = + 0 (F, G) and F x G = x 0 (F, G). 
Example 3.8. The list functor is shapely. 
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Now let us consider some alternatives to lists as a means of storing data. Some of 
these functors preserve the terminal object, as well as pullbacks. Usually, such 
additional properties are to be welcomed, but now the object of shapes is trivial, as is 
the resulting shape theory. Here are two examples. 
Example 3.9. Let SA be the streams (or infinite lists) of A’s. They are given by the final 
co-algebra [12] for the functor A x (-). That is, for each co-algebra CI : C + A x C there 
is a unique co-algebra homomorphism C + SA. It follows that S has a strength, and 
S preserves all finite limits. Every stream has the same (infinite) length. 
Example 3.10. Let X be an object such that the exponential (or function type) AX 
exists for all objects A. The functor (-)’ is strong, and preserves all limits since it is 
a right adjoint. Combining this with lists yields the shapely functors (L -)’ and 
L( -X). 
Here are some alternatives to lists with non-trivial shapes. 
Example 3.11. Let L”A be the object of finite and infinite lists, i.e. the final co-algebra 
for the functor FX = 1 + A x X. Its shapeliness follows directly from its definition. Its 
shape object is N” which in Sets is N u { co}. 
Example 3.12. Let BA be the bags or multi-sets of elements of A. Then B is shapely, 
but Bl = N so that bags have the same shapes as lists. In other words, the shape does 
not record the multiplicities of the elements, since these dependent on the data. For 
this we must turn to the next example. 
Example 3.13. Let W be an object (of weights). We can define weighted lists by the 
functor L(W x -) whose object of shapes is LW. If W = N is used to represent 
multiplicities, then we have an approximation to bags in which the same element may 
appear twice within a bag. If the weights are positions, then we have, say, a sparse 
matrix. Note that the weights in L(W x A) may be considered as part of either the 
shape or the data. Hence, the shape must be given explicitly. 
Here are a couple of non-examples. 
Example 3.14. The covariant functor P, : Sets + Sets which constructs finite sets of 
elements does not preserve pullbacks. P,l = 2 merely determines whether a set is 
empty or not, which is too little information. 
Example 3.15. The functor X(-j t IS contravariant, and so cannot be shapely. Example 
3.10 showed how exponentials could be used to construct shapely functors. The 
functor Y”-’ is covariant but it does not always preserve pullbacks, e.g. X = Y = 2 in 
Sets. 
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4. Shapely transformations 
A strong natural transformation (F, a) * (G, z) between strong functors is a natural 
transformation ~1: F =P G that commutes with the strengths. That is: 
ol,,xid 
FAxB - GAxB 
WxB) SCAB_ G(AxB) 
” 
A natural transformation LY : F =S G is Cartesian if, for every morphismf: A x B, the 
following square is a pullback: 
2, 
FA - GA 
_-I 
W 
I I 
(3 
FB - GB 
cc, 
Finally, a Cartesian, strong natural transformation ~1: (F, a) => (G, z) between shape- 
ly functors is a shapely transformation, in which case F is shapely over G by CL 
Example 4.1. Coproduct inclusions are shapely; the strength is given by the distribu- 
tive law, and Cartesian-ness follows from extensivity of the coproduct. Hence type 
constructors, such as nil and cons are shapely. 
Example 4.2. Projections from the product x : ‘8’ -+ %?, though strong, are never 
shapely. (Not all transformations of interest are shapely!) Instead, givenf: A + C and 
g : B + D we have the pullback 
AxD L A 
CxD x C 
which shows that the transformation 7~ : (-) x D * id: $7 -+ $7 is Cartesian. That is, 
nA,B is shapely in A and ~cA,~ is shapely in B. 
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Example 4.3. If o! :F * G and /I: F + H are shapely transformations, then their 
pairing (a, /I) : F j G x H is. Similarly, if (Y : F 3 H and /I : G * H are shapely, then so 
is[a,P]:F+G*H. 
Theorem 4.4 Let %? be a locos. The powers of %‘, and the corresponding shapely functors 
and shapely transformations between them, form a 2-category with respect to the usual 
operations. 
Proof. If ol:(F, a) 3 (G, z) and /?:(G, r) * (H, p) are shapely then so is /I 0 c(: F * H 
(whose components are (/I 0 M)~ = PA 0 CI~). If a : F1 * F2 and B: G1 * G2 are shapely 
then so is their horizontal composite fi * a : GIFl * G2Fz (whose components are 
given by (P * aL = &A o G1aA). In each case, strength and Cartesian-ness follow by 
pasting. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Let F: W2 + %? be a shapely functor and let G, H: % + 0 be any 
functors. Suppose that for each object B the transformation u~,~: F(A, B) -+ GA is 
Cartesian in A, andfor each object A the transformation PA,B : F(A, B) + HB is Cartesian 
in B. Then 
is Cartesian in both A and B. 
Proof. Consider a commuting square: 
X (x,y> GAxHB 
I GgxHh 
F(A’,B’) <cc,p,- GA’xHB’ 
Then x and z induce a unique morphism x’ : X --f F(A, B’) by the Cartesian-ness of CL 
Similarly y and z induce a morphism y’ : X + F(A’, B). Now the commutativity of 
x x’ * F(A,B’) 
W:B) ~(idh) F(A:B’) 
and the stability of F induce the desired morphism X + F(A, B). 0 
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Theorem 4.6. If CI: F j G and /?: H x G * G are shapely transformations, then 
yA = foldr(crA, PA): LHA x FA + GA 
is a shapely transformation. 
Proof. Adapt the proof of the special case [15, Theorem 2.61. 0 
Hence the main operation by which new operations are constructed preserves 
shapeliness. For example, @ = foldr(ni1, cons) and p = foldr(ni1, @) are shapely, 
as is rO. However z~,~ = z 0 5. is shapely in A but not B. 
The following lemma shows how strength and Cartesian-ness interact. 
Theorem 4.7. Zf CY: F * G is Cartesian and (G, z) is shapely then there is a unique 
strength a for F such that (F, a) and a are both shapely. 
Proof. If F has a strength a that makes o! strong then Fig. 1 must commute. Since the 
square is a pullback, this determines a uniquely. Conversely, this pullback can be used 
to define a whose desired properties are all inherited from r. 0 
Corollary 4.8. There is an equivalence between functors shapely over (G, z) and mor- 
phisms into its shape Gl. 
Proof. If a: (F, a) * (G, r) is shapely then GIN : Fl + Gl is the desired morphism. 
Conversely, given a : S -+ Gl define a functor F by the pullback: 
__-I 
# I I # 
S- Gl 
a 
The action of F extends to a functor as follows: given f: A --+ B then # 0 Gf equals 
# which implies that the pullback defining FA can be constructed in stages, as in 
Fig. 2. 
The equations for functoriality all follow directly from the universal properties, and 
the Cartesian-ness of TV is immediate from the diagram. Now the theorem shows that 
F and LY are shapely. The constructions are inverse (up to isomorphism). IJ 
5. Shapely types 
A functor F : %’ + %? which is shapely over lists is a shapely type constructor. More 
generally, a functor F: W’ -+ W’ is a shapely type constructor if it is shapely over AIZL. 
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FAxB axid GAxB 
‘FA r GA 
Fig. 1. The strength of F. 
I Gf 
GB 
I # 
S - Gl a 
Fig. 2. Cartesian-ness of a 
The latter functor may need some unravelling. The list functor on W” acts on each 
component separately. Hence, if A = (A,, . . . , A,_ 1) is an object of 59” then 
l7LA = LAO x . . . x LA,_1 
Then A makes one copy of this for each component W’. 
Thus, if F = (F,, . . . , F,_ 1) and 6 = (do, . . . , cY-~) is the given shapely trans- 
formation then there are pullbacks: 
6’ 
FA - KILA 
I 
J 
# # 
I 
Fl FN 
nl 
6 
8f is also known as the ith arity of Fl. The significance of this pullback is that values of 
type FA are given by a shape (of type Fl) and some data (of type I;ILA) for each i, such 
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that the arity of the shape equals the amount of data supplied. In other words, shapes 
can be thought of as having fixed numbers of holes or entries of each type, which must 
be filled in by data. 
Corollary 4.8 shows that shapely type constructors can be specified by giving their 
shape with its arity. Let us consider a single example in some detail. 
Binary trees with labelled leaves and nodes are described by 
WAB) (leaveqnodes) LAx~B 
T2(1’1) (leavesqodes) * NxN 
The shape of a binary tree is the corresponding unlabelled tree. It is worth emphasis- 
ing here that pullbacks are only defined up to isomorphism, so that they only provide 
a specification of an object, not an implementation. This level of abstraction can be 
a real benefit, but unanswered questions can remain. In the current case, the pullback 
does not determine whether the list of leaves represents them in left-to-right or 
right-to-left order, or in some more arcane fashion. This issue will only be resolved 
when the constructors for the type are given, which in turn are determined by their 
action at the level of shapes. 
For notational simplicity, we will illustrate this by trees TA with leaves of type 
A but unlabelled nodes. Define leaf,: A -+ TA as in Fig. 3. 
If the leaves are listed from left-to-right then node, is given by Fig. 4. The number 
of leaves in the result is the sum of those in the sub-trees, while the lists of leaves must 
be appended. Note that if leaves were to represent the leaves from right to left then 
the order of the lists must be swapped before appending. Thus, the choice of @ for the 
node constructor fixes the representation of the leaves. 
Of course, these constructions all depend on the prior existence of the shape, its 
arity and constructors. The existence of such inductive types in an arbitrary locos will 
be established in Section 8.3. Here are some examples which are not inductive types. 
Example 5.1. Some of the other issues are illustrated by parse trees. Let T,(A, B) be 
the type of parse trees whose constants (and identifiers) are of type A and whose 
constructors are of type B. Clearly, there is a natural transformation 
T,(A, B) + LA x LB but it is not shapely, because of the constraint that the number of 
branches at a node must equal the arity of the constructor. 
Two solutions are possible in the existing framework. One is to use T;(A) + LA 
where T,‘(l) includes all information about constructors. The other, more satisfying 
solution is to divide the constructors into classes according to their arity. Let B,, = A 
and let Bi be the type of constructors of arity i > 0. If the maximum arity of any 
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‘.‘... leaf,, . . . 
TA 
J 
LA 
. I 
l-- N # 
one 
Tl .N 
leaves 
Fig. 3. Leaf. 
(TAf - (LA)’ 
. . 
“-.?odea @ 
‘4 
TA 
I) 
J 
. I 
(Tl+-- - N 
2 
11 node, \ + 
Tl *N 
leaves 
Fig. 4. Node. 
constructor is n then we have a shapely transformation 
T,(B(), . . . ) B,) + LBo x . . . x LB, 
where T, represents trees with nodes of arity at most n. 
Example 5.2. Define the matrices MA with entries of type A by the following 
pullback: 
MA entries, LA 
J 
# I I # 
NxN - N * 
That is, a matrix is a list with a given factorisation of its length. The underlying shape 
of a matrix is its sizes. Corollary 4.8 shows that M and entries are shapely. Matrix 
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multiplication, and general operations of linear algebra can all be produced from this 
definition [ 151. 
Example 5.3. Arrays of dimension k generalise the matrices. They are constructed 
from the arity Nk + N which computes the product of the sizes. The types of arrays of 
all possible dimension have shapes given by lists of numbers LN. The length of the list 
determines the dimensionality of the array. The usual array operations of updating, 
etc. can be defined using operations on the data list, using the shape to determine the 
necessary positions. (Missing data can be handled by changing the data type from 
A to A + 1 so that the second summand can represent missing data.) 
Banger and Skillicorn [l] give a categorical semantics for arrays, which are 
represented by their dimensions and a stream. The lack of a constraint linking sizes 
and data limits the potential for error-checking. 
Manes [26] interprets matrices as the morphisms of a category, whose objects are 
sizes. The result is a universe of matrices, without distinguishing the matrices as one 
data type among many. 
Example 5.4. Sparse arrays can be represented as a list of position-datum pairs, the 
result of zipping a position list, the shape, with a data list. 
Example 5.5. The underlying shape of a graph is an unlabelled graph or relation. 
There is no canonical order on the nodes of a graph (or elements of a set), so that one 
must be imposed. Then a relation can be represented as a symmetric boolean matrix. 
A more efficient representation uses an upper triangular matrix. Thus relations (on 
finite orders) are given by the following pullback: 
6 
R - L2 
-I 
# I I # 
N- N 
choose2 
where choose2 maps n to n(n + 1)/2. It follows that # :R -+ N determines the 
number of nodes, and # 0 6 determines the number of edges in an unlabelled graph. 
Thus graphs with nodes of type A and edges of type B are given by the pullback: 
- LAxLB 
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Note that once an order has been chosen for the nodes then there is an implicit order 
on the edges. 
There is a second means of representing these graphs, where the shape is given by 
the number of nodes: 
GM?) . LAxL(B+l) 
N (id,choose2) * NxN 
Now there is an “edge” between any pair of nodes, but those labelled by I’ : 1 + B + 1 
are only dummy edges. The result is a sparse matrix with dummy labels whenever 
there is no edge. 
Directed graphs are handled the same way, except that there are now n2 possible 
edges. For directed multi-graphs it is necessary to have an order on the edges 
connecting a single pair of vertices. Then for each pair of nodes there is a list of labels. 
One representation is 
G,,(A,B) - 01 xLLB 
N 
(W) 
- NxN 
where s is the squaring function. 
Example 5.6. Consider records whose field names are of type X. Assume that the 
fields have a canonical order (e.g. lexicographic). For simplicity, assume that all the 
fields must have the same type. The shape of a record is the finite set of its fields, with 
arity given by cardinality. We can represent such a set by a list of fields, in correct 
order. Then the data list represents the values assigned to the fields. When there are 
several types of data then X must be partitioned into subobjects consisting of fields 
that must have the same type. The usual operations of adding, deleting and changing 
fields can be defined using the properties of pullbacks. Further development of this 
approach lies beyond the scope of this paper. 
Example 5.7. Weighted lists are shapely over lists in the obvious way. Hence, any 
functor shapely over weighted lists is automatically shapely over lists. 
Example 5.8. Shapely type constructors are closed under composition. If SC: F a L 
and B: G =- L are shapely type constructors then 
GFA ‘fi% LLA =,‘J 
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makes GF a shapely type constructor. For example, trees of arrays form a shapely 
type. 
Let us consider what happens if lists are replaced by one of the other candidates for 
data storage presented in the previous section. The last example above shows that 
neither weighted lists nor graphs add anything new. 
Example 5.9. Consider a shapely natural transformation IX: F - B over the bag 
functor. Values in FA are determined by a shape, and by a bag of data, but the only 
connection between them is that the number of items in the bag equals the arity of the 
shape. This does not seem very interesting. 
Example 5.10. If G preserves the terminal object then any shapely natural transforma- 
tion LX : F =s G makes F isomorphic to F 1 x G( -) since the pullback defining tl reduces 
to a product diagram. That is, there is no constraint linking the shape and the data. 
For example, matrices which are infinite in both dimensions have no shape; they are 
isomorphic to streams. Similarly, necessarily infinite trees have non-trivial shapes, but 
the data are always a stream; there is a shape but no constraint. 
Example 5.11. If the data are stored in a lazy list L”A then we can construct lazy data 
types such as lazy trees, whose shapes are given by possibly infinite trees, and lazy 
arrays, which may be infinite in some (or all) dimensions. Of course, some care must be 
taken in choosing the order of the entries in the data list. 
The definition of shapely types is based on the image of a structure with holes in 
which different types of data can be stored; this is represented by functors which are 
shapely over a product LILA = LA0 x LA2 x ... x LA,,_ 1 of lists, one for each type of 
data. An alternative image, to be exploited below, takes data entry as the primitive 
notion. That is, an input string is of type 
LCA = L(AO + ... + A,_,) 
where the data of different types may be mixed together. This leads to the considera- 
tion of functors which are shapely over LC instead of IZL. Both intuitions are useful, 
so which is to be preferred? Fortunately, the resulting notions of shapeliness are 
equivalent, as the following proposition shows. 
Propositon 5.12. IZL and LC are each shapely over the other. 
Proof. Clearly, there is shapely natural transformation UL =z- LZ given by 
IILA,3 nL,Z(AJ < LC (A i) 
where I~ is the kth inclusion to the sum, and a is the m-fold append of the lists. As each 
of these transformations is shapely, so is the result. 
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Conversely, a list whose entries are of all the different types can be filtered to 
produce a tuple of lists whose entries are all of the same type. Define the natural 
transformation checkA,B by 
It is shapely in A whence ICY = foldr(ni1, check) is, too. This can be generalised to 
define the shapely transformation ~~ : LZA -+ LAi which strips from a list all entries 
which are not from Ai. Then the obvious m-fold generalisation of Proposition 4.5 
shows that 
K=(Ki):LC*IIL 
is a shapely transformation. 17 
6. Shape polymorphism 
The separation of data from shape in shapely types allows operations to be defined 
by giving their action on each part separately, as occurred in defining the node 
operation on trees. Parametric polymorphism arises when one of these operations can 
be given independently of the types involved for the other. One version of this, data 
polymorphism is already well understood. It occurs when the action on the shape is 
independent of the data. An example of this is given by the balancing of a binary tree 
in Fig. 5 where the shape is fixed to be binary trees, but the data may be of any type. 
The other form of parametric polymorphism, called shape polymorphism is com- 
pletely new. In this case the data are fixed while the shape can vary. For example, 
summing the data values fixes the data type to be the numbers N but can be defined 
for any shape, as in Fig. 6. 
Of course, it often happens that data and shape polymorphism co-exist; the 
canonical example is map. Typically, it is only applied to lists, but can be defined 
quite generally, as in Fig. 7, since the shape remains fixed while the data changes. It 
has been implemented for a large class of inductive types in P2 [17]. 
It is not yet clear what an appropriate class of shape polymorphic operations might 
be. Other shape polymorphic operations include zip : FA x# FB + F(A x B) and the 
strength z as well the basic operations such as projections and inclusions. 
Other examples are the pointwise operators introduced by example in [21] and 
defined in [lSJ. These iterate an endomorphism at each entry in a shape. The number 
of iterations at each entry is determined by a weight on the shape i.e. a morphism 
Fl -+ FN. Particular shapes may have special weights (e.g. one can weight each leaf in 
a tree by its depth) but weights on lists yield shape polymorphic operations. Examples 
include weighting each entry by the length of the list, or by its position. When the 
discrete Fourier transform is defined using pointwise operators (ibid) then it is seen to 
be shape polymorphic. 
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TA . LA 
LA 
Tl . 
leaves 
Fig. 5. Balancing a tree. 
FN t LN 
-. 
‘...,sum 
‘q 
N 
# 
1 
9 0 I\ sum rt 
LN 
I 
-N # 
i .N 
one 
Fig. 6. Summing over a shapely type. 
FA . LA 
FB 
I 
+ LB 
J 
I 
~ - N # 
\, id 
Fl bN 
Fig. 7. Shape polymorphic map. 
7. Calculating with shape 
Interaction between shape and data in a computation may be a major considera- 
tion (e.g. in graph reduction) or be non-existent (e.g. when mapping). The less 
interaction there is, the greater the benefits of separating one from the other. The 
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simplest case is when there is no interaction. Though few in number, such operations 
are used often, e.g. map, zip. 
More realistically, we would like to be able to perform all shape computation before 
looking at the data, though the shape could influence the data. For example, the size 
of an array may appear as a parameter in the data calculations, as in the Fourier 
transform. These are the shapely operations. Semantically, they are given by opera- 
tionsf: FA + GA between shapely types, for which there is an operation u : Fl + Gl 
between their shapes such that the following diagram commutes: 
f FA . GB 
# I I # 
Fl -Gi 
u 
For example, consider the decomposition of a tree into either a leaf or a pair of 
subtrees: 
TA L A+(TA) 
2 id+8 
- A+(LA) l%@l ) LA 
Tl - l+(TI) 
2 - E id+8 
1+N2 - N 
[one ,+I 
The shape of the result is determined by that of the input, but in order to know where 
to break the list of leaves, the number II of leaves in the left subtree is required. Shape 
processing would add the computed value of y1 to the environment prior to the 
data-processing. 
If a program is built from shapely operations then all of the intermediate shapes can 
be computed before considering any data. Such information can be used to optimise 
run-time code, e.g. by performing load balancing or determining communication 
patterns. For example, symbolic computation is an important technique in optimising 
Gauss-Jordan elimination on sparse matrices, since a bad choice of pivots may 
dramatically increase the number of non-zero entries in the array. The structure of the 
shape (such as the depth of a tree) may even be useful in making complexity estimates. 
Even when the shape depends on the data, their separation may be productive, if the 
benefits obtained from having the shape outweigh the overheads of maintaining it. 
For example, consider a distributed divide-and-conquer algorithm in which one part 
of the divided problem must be passed to another processor. The choice of part may 
be easy if the shapes are known. 
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8. Initial algebras 
The main purpose of this section is to show how the existence of lists can be used to 
infer the presence of all the other inductive types, constructed as initial algebras for 
shapely type constructors. The underlying intuition is that an inductive type T can be 
identified as a language in some alphabet Q. That is, T is a subobject of LQ which is 
distinguished by a recogniser, represented by a morphism x : LQ -+ boo1 which maps 
T to true and all else to false. The situation is captured by the following pullback: 
T-La 
1 - boo1 
true 
Here true is represented by 1: 1 -+ 1 + 1 = 2. The recogniser 1 will be constructed 
using techniques from parsing. It follows that deterministic parsing without looka- 
head is a shape polymorphic operation. 
8.1. Endofunctors 
The theory of context-free languages and parsing is typically introduced without 
considering much data. For example, the language of trees is handled by considering 
the problem of matching brackets, i.e. of identifying unlabelled trees. We will mimic 
this approach, by first considering shapely endofunctors. 
Let 6 : F =F- L make F a shapely type constructor. An F-algebra is given by an object 
C and an F-action y : FC -+ C. If yO: F FO --f FO makes FO an initial F-algebra then 
there is a unique F-algebra homomorphism fold y : F,, + C. 
Define Sz = Fl. Then Ls2 represents words in Polish notation and the initial algebra 
FO will be the subobject of LQ of well-formed words. For example, if FX = 1 + X x X 
then F,, = Tl is the unlabelled binary trees and 0 r 2 E (1, n} where 1 represents 
a leaf, and n represents a node. For example, nlnll represents a tree whose left branch is 
a leaf, and whose right branch is the smallest possible tree with a node. 
While trying to recognise well-formed expressions (elements of F,) it is necessary to 
keep track of how may well-formed subexpressions have already been produced. This 
will be done using a morphism x1 : LSZ + L!2 x N which maps a word v to a pair 
(w, n) where n represents the number of well-formed expressions found, and w is that 
part of v which could not be parsed. Then the initial algebra can be given by 
’ (nil,one)* LnxN 
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That is, if x1 parses everything and produces a single expression then the string 
represents an expression in F,, . (Then x is given by composing x1 with the appropriate 
test Ls2 x N -+ bool.) 
Actually, x1 is a special case of the operation xc: Ls2 -+ Ls2 x LC which can be 
defined for any F-algebra (C, y) (e.g. the terminal object). Instead of just producing the 
number of well-formed expressions, xc constructs their images in C under foldy. 
8.2. Parsing 
Before constructing xc let us preview some of its uses. First, the restriction of xc to 
FO will yield fold y : FO -+ C. Second, when C is itself FO then xFo : Ls2 + Ll2 x LF,, is 
the standard notion of a parser, since FO is the type of parse trees. In short, from xc is 
derived both the recogniser and parser for the initial algebra, and also the algebra 
homomorphisms fold y out of it. For these reasons, we will generalise the usual 
terminology, and call xc a parser. 
Lemma 8.1. The test Eq 0 (71, #, take) c (6 x id): 52 x LC +bool recognises the 
subobject 
(idx@)o((#,6)xid):FCxLC+52xLC (1) 
Proof. First show that the following diagram is a pullback: 
FCxLC 
(idx@)o((#,6)xid) 
* QXLC 
6 x id 
LCXLC 
(#on.@) 
. NxLC 
Then paste it to that in Lemma 2.1. 0 
The test just constructed picks out those pairs where the arity of the 52 is no greater 
than the length of the list. Then there are enough resources to construct something of 
type PC with a list of C’s left over. Let I’ : QC + 52 x LC be the pullback of this test 
along false. Then we can define ic : s2 x LC -+ Ls2 x LC to be: 
(FC x LC) + QC 
[(nil, Cons 0 b x id)), (q x id) c ~‘1 +LszxLC 
In words, the action of cc is as follows. If the arity of the shape is no more than the 
length of the list, then take enough of the list to form something of type FC, apply 
y and cons the result onto the remaining list; the list of Q’s is nil. If the arity exceeds 
the length then make the shape a singleton list, and leave that of C’s alone. 
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From cc we can construct an action 8c : Q x Ls2 x LC -+ LQ x LC as follows. De- 
compose its source as (Sz x LC) + (52 x Q x LQ x LC) (by splitting LSZ along nil and 
cons) and then 
f3c = [cc, cons 0 (id x cons) x id] 
The sense is that if the middle component is not nil then the “parse” has already failed, 
so just cons the new !2 onto the existing list. Otherwise, apply cc. Finally, 
xc = foldr( (nil, nil), l9,). 
Lemma 8.2. If h : (C, y) + (C’, y’) is an F-algebra homomorphism then 
(idx Lh)oXc = xc.. 
Hence, F. can be constructed in stages, as in Fig. 8. 
Proof. Clearly Q is a functor and I’ is a natural transformation. Hence 5, e and x are 
natural with respect to F-algebra homomorphisms. [? 
A couple of lemmas will be required before proving that F. is an initial F-algebra 
with h = fold y the unique algebra homomorphism to C. 
Lemma 8.3. xc 0 $* = (nil, Lh) : LFO -+ Ls2 x LC. 
Proof. It suffices to show that both sides of the equation are foldright of (nil, nil) 
and foldr(id, 0,) 0 (4 x id). The nil case is trivial. The cons case for the left-hand-side 
is in Fig. 9. 
The comparable diagram for the right-hand side is in Fig. 10. All of its cells 
commute, except the left-hand cell on the lower edge. To resolve this, a digression is 
required. 
hi xc 
+ 
c_l 
b-wlc) Lfi;Lc 
I 
id+ 
1 
l (nil,one)- LRxN 
Fig. 8. The initial algebra. 
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LFo 1 
cons 
F,, x LF,, 
n, 
La XLR - 
dxid 
F,,xLR 
xc, 
I . 
id x xc I idxX( 
LR KLC 
I . 
Lc2xLclxLC 
foldr(id,&) dxid 
F,, xL!A xLC 
Fig. 9. Representing xc c,$*, 
LFo 4 
cons 
F, x LF, 
cons 
foldr(id,8,.) 
,LRxLRxLC- 
q5xid 
F,,xLOxLC 
Fig. 10. Representing (nil, ,!,!-I). 
The lower edge of this cell is foldr( (nil, id), 0,) now denoted by f: The following 
equations may be proved in sequence, using elementary arguments. 
x =fo (id, nil) 
.foi=i 
fo0 = &(idxf) 
fof =f 
fox-x 
fo(idx@)o(fxid) =fo(idx@). 
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It follows that both sides of the lemma are fixed by post-composing withf: Hence, it 
suffices to show that the recalcitrant cell commutes upon post-composition withf: 
Now 
fo (id x @) 0 (x x id) =fo (id x @) 0 (fo (id, nil) x id) 
=fo(idx@)o((id,niI)xid) 
The following lemma shows how to de-parse, i.e. reverse the parse into FO. For 
notational clarity, the subscript Fe will be contracted to 0 from now on, e.g. xF,, be- 
comes x0. 
Lemma8.4. @o(idx4*)oX,,=idLQ. 
Proof. The commutativity of the lower square in Fig. 11 follows by a case analysis of 
the definition of do. 0 
Now let us return to the F-algebra structure of F,,. Consider Fig. 12. Lemma 8.3 
implies the commutativity of its rear face. The right and bottom faces commute 
by the definitions of x and 8. Hence, there is an induced F-action y. that makes 
h a homomorphism. (Of course, the definition of y. and its action is not depen- 
dent on the particular choice of C, since we can always work over the algebra 
c = 1.) 
It remains to prove its uniqueness. Let h: (F,, yo) + (C, y) be any F-algebra 
homomorphism. Then foldy = h ofold y. by Fig. 13. Hence it suffices to prove that 
fold y. = id. 
L!a - 
cons nxLn 
Fig. 11. De-parsing. 
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Fh 
*. 
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‘,YO cons 
. 
*. 
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F ’ 0 
\_ 
h 
$fc (#J-w> 
\ 
I’ 
i 
id xXC. 
-I I 
I 
t 
- QxLhxLC 
\ 
4 1 
C 
(nil, d 
* LRxLC 
LQ 
XC 
Fig. 12. The action of the initial algebra. 
Fo 
4 
* Ls1 
J 
fold ya 
I I 
X0 
Fo 
(nil, v> 
- LRxLFo 
J 
h 
1 _I 
idxLh 
C 
(nib) 
LRXLC 
Fig. 13. Factorisation of h. 
Now 
4 ofold y. = @ 0 (id x g5*) 0 (nil, y) 0 fold y. 
= @o(idx4*)oXoo4 
where the last equation holds by Lemma 8.4. Hence foldy, = id since C#I is a mono- 
morphism. 
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8.3. The general case 
The construction of F0 in the previous section shows how to build particular types, 
but in order to obtain type constructors we must construct initial algebras in 
a parametrised fashion. 
A functor F: %?” x V’ -+ %? can be used to represent a system of (parametrised) 
domain equations [31], whose solution can be found by constructing, for each object 
A in Vm, an initial algebra MA: F(A, FtA) + F’A for the functor F(A, -). 
For example, if F(A, X) = A + X x X then FtA = TA is the binary trees on A; the 
leaf and node constructors are given by the coproduct inclusions 
followed by the structure morphism for the initial algebra. 
If such initial algebras always exist, then Ft extends to a functor whose action on 
f: A + B is the F(A, -)-algebra homomorphism induced by the action: 
F(A, F+B) F(f,id! F(B, F+B) x+ F+B. 
Further, if p : F (id, G) * G : Gf?“’ + W’ is a natural transformation, then the unique 
algebra homomorphisms induce a natural transformation Pt : Ft =S G. 
Theorem 8.5. If F : V” x V’ + %Y is a shapely type constructor then Ft exists and is one, 
too. Further, if p : F (id, G) * G : V’ + V’ is a shapely transformation, then so is /?+. 
Proof. F is determined by its projections onto 9? which are all shapely over ZZ,!,. By the 
Bekic Lemma, we can treat these individually, or, equivalently, assume that n = 1. Then 
for each object A in W” the initial algebra FtA for F(A, -) is constructed as above. 
That Ft is shapely over AIlL will be a consequence of the second part of the 
theorem applied to the composite transformation B 
F(A, AIILA) 6 AIlL(A, AIL%)-+ AIZLA 
where 6 makes F shapely over AI7L and the second transformation is built from 
natural isomorphisms, p, @ and the transformation (LIZi) : LIIL =S IILL which is 
shapely by Proposition 4.5. Hence, /It : Ft * ALlL is shapely as required. 
Some additional notation will clarify the proof of the second assertion, that fit is 
shapely. Define Q,_, = F( -, 1) so that fiA = F(A, l), etc. Observe that the following 
square is a pullback 
C&x LQ, x LGA nJxLnfxLGf . Q,x LQx LGB 
LCI, x LGA 
L+LGf 
= LR,xLGB 
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so that i3G is Cartesian, and in fact is shapely. Hence xc is also shapely, by Theorem 4.6. 
For each morphism f: A + B in 557” we must show that the left-hand square of 
GA GF GB (nil LCQ LGB 
is a pullback. As the right-hand square is a pullback by definition, it suffices to observe 
that the outer square is one. But this can be re-drawn as 
(FtA) x B 
4’~ id c LC&xB 
. 
BtX 
. . . . . . . . 
.T x 0.4 x id 
5 
. 
*. . . 
*. 
4 
Ft(Ax B) 
dXR 
\ 
LQ4 XB 
I 
G(AxB) 
(nib) 
Fig. 14. The strength for FtA. 
- e4x.B x LG(AxB) 
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The strength for Ft is defined in Fig. 14 using the defining pullback for Ft(A x B) 
and the strength of LQA x LGA. Its right face commutes because xc is strong. Taking 
GA = 1 shows that the strength for Ft does not depend on /?. This diagram also shows 
that /P is strong, and so is shapely. 0 
Note that the theorem asserts that if F is shapely over lists then so is Ft. It does not 
establish the stronger conjecture, that if F is merely shapely then so is Ft. This is 
because the proof of shapelines, like that of existence for Ft, relies on a parsing 
argument. 
9. Conclusions 
A semantic notion of shape has been presented, and used to prove that, under mild 
assumptions, the existence of lists is enough to establish the existence of all the other 
inductive types, such as trees. It also indicates how shape polymorphic operations, e.g. 
mapping, can be introduced for such types. 
Of much broader significance is that the same semantic notion embraces many of 
the other fundamental data types, such as arrays, graphs and records, which are not 
inductive types, and hence outside the core of many languages. 
A type system, and programming language, based on shape should yield many 
further benefits, including shape polymorphism, the detection of shape errors, and 
optimisation of run-time code based on shape analysis of the inputs. 
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